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CLIPS is a collection of outdoor chairs consisting of Dining 
chair, Rocking chair and a Bar stool. 

CLIPS - the core of the design is wrapped around the concept 
of grabbing, and holding on to.
Like a row of giant staples, the plastic lamellas are the visual 
backbone of the CLIPS range, 
A frame like railroad tracks, where vertical joints offer a flexible 
and comfortable seat, with an option for you to change the 
colour scheme as you like. 

CLIPS is made in intelligent designed plastic lamellas combined 
with powder coated aluminum. The components of the lamella 
are carefully composed to give the lamellas exactly the right 
strength and resilience. CLIPS are shaped to provide excellent 
cushion free comfort. The aluminum combined with the plastic 
lamellas keeps the maintenance to a minimum.

The CLIPS products all come in different beautiful lamella colors 
clipsed on a powder coated black frame – or a frame which 
is tone in tone with the lamella color – just make your choice! 

DESIGN CLIPS is designed by the Danish designer Henrik 
Pedersen.
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DINING CHAIR WITH ARMREST

CLIPS dining chair is light and simple in its appearance but still the wide 
lamellas make it sophisticated and special. 

Comes in 2 variants with or without bamboo armrests. CLIPS dining 
chairs are stackable.

Designed by Henrik Pedersen.
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ROCKING CHAIR

Feel the rocking movements and enjoy the comfort – just relax! CLIPS 
rocking chair is cosy and embracing but still light and simple. 

Comes in 2 variants with or without bamboo armrests.

Designed by Henrik Pedersen.
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BAR STOOL

Summer - a cold drink in the bar on a CLIPS bar stool – that is the 
perfect break!

Two different footrest heights to suit both short and long legs.

Designed by Henrik Pedersen.



ABOUT HOUE

HOUE is a Danish design house. We are driven by a passion for 
Affordable Luxury and a desire to benefit from the pool of gifted 
design talents. We draw on a proud heritage of mixing beautiful 
and innovative de      sign with mass appeal. Today HOUE 
offers both an outdoor and an indoor collection always meeting 
our high standards in terms of design, price and quality. 

HOUE 
Rodelundvej 4A
8660 RY
Denmark
info@houe.com

www.houe.com

HOUE

To us it is very important that the comfortability in our furniture is 
the best possible. Therefore, we always put a lot of effort in our 
product development processes striving to meet the highest 
standard of comfort and craftsmanship. 

Our products are produced only on well-established factories 
with whom we have worked very close for several years. 
Our products are not random mass production - every little 
component in our furniture is thoroughly chosen or invented to 
cover the exact need, and every joint or curve is well thought 
through by our highly skilled product developers to assure we 
always get the right and expected quality in our products. 
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